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Warnings and Disclosures

WARNING
This machine contains moving parts, including blades.

Long hair and loose clothing can be caught in moving parts.
Ensure that hair and clothing is kept away from the machine.

Ensure the machine is unplugged prior to any repair or disassembly.
Do not attempt to touch the machine while it is operating / moving.

FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THE ABOVE MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY
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Overview

• Product Hopper: Holds the pre-ground product.
• Vibe Tray 1: Moves the product from the Product Hopper past the Rake where it is uniformly distributed.
• Rake: Separates and declumps the product for easy accurate weighing and dispensing.
• Vibe Tray 2: Conveys the product and thins out the flow prior to weighing on the Tip Tray. Ideally it runs

slightly faster than Vibe Tray 1.
• Tension Knob: Used to unwind the main belt and reset the tensioner.
• Dynamic Platen: The moving table and the heart of the operation. The platen vacuum and tensioner live

on this platen.
• Paper Bobbin: A large bulk spool of paper, holds upto 40,000 joints per bobbin.
• Paper Drive Wheel: Feeds the paper up from the Bobbin to the Paper Drive Wheel where it is then cut and

picked.
• Water Basin: Holds the distilled water used to wet the paper’s gum. It holds 40ml of water. Do not overfill.

Be careful not to drip water onto the paper bobbin, this will ruin the bobbin!
• Output Chute: Guides the prerolls out and away from the machine to your choice of bin.
• Dispenser: Guides the pre-weighed product from the Tip Tray into the Main Belt.
• Pick Arm: Vacuums the already-cut paper from the spool, wets the gum on the paper, and places it on the

Main Belt.
• Load Cell Display: Displays the live value reading from the Scale on the Tip Tray.
• Emergency Stop Button: Immediately stops the machine, no matter what process is happening. To

re-engage the machine the E-Stop Button must be rotated clockwise to reset it.
• Touchscreen: The command center for your Blackbird machine. Adjust all parameters, clear errors, and

control each preroll that comes out based on your product requirements.
• Vibe Bowls: Self-align and feed crutches or filter-tips from their own refillable-hoppers down to the

Dispenser.
• Tip Tray: This weighs the product as it falls off of Vibe Tray 2. Once it fills to your desired weight, it tilts to

drop the material down to the Main Belt.
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LCD Overview
Control Tab

• Start - Begins the rolling process.
• Pause - Will halt the machine after completing the prerolls in process. You can press Start from this

paused position and it will resume operation on the next preroll.
• Stop - Will halt the machine immediately at any phase.
• Total Prerolls - Total individual prerolls rolled since the machine was last powered on.
• Past Weights - The last five weights of product dispensed, before the preroll has been cut in half.
• Platen Vac - Indicates whether the Platen is currently holding a vacuum or not.
• Rough Percent - Rough Fill setting. More on this in the settings tab.
• Prerolls per Hour - The average amount of individual prerolls produced per hour based on current

machine cycle speed.
• Front Crutch - Blocked = Crutch loaded in the Singulator, Clear = No crutch loaded in Singulator.
• Fill Weight - The actual weight of product that was dispensed for the last fill.
• State - Displays what part or step of the programming that is currently running while the machine is in

operation. This is used for troubleshooting.
• Average Weight - The average of the last five historic weights, before the prerolls have been cut in half.
• Back Crutch - Blocked = Crutch loaded in the Singulator, Clear = No crutch loaded in Singulator.
• Target Weight - The amount of product you would like to dispense for the two Prerolls. Usually needs to

be 0.04g less than your actual target weight.
• Crutch State - What part or step of the programming that the Crutch system is currently running while

the machine is in operation. This is used for troubleshooting.
• Standard Deviation - This is the standard deviation of the past 5 weights.
• Belt Vac - Indicates whether the Belt is currently being vacuumed or not.
• Tension - A sliding adjustment to fine-tune how loose or tight your prerolls are.
• Sensors - An indicator of what sensors are currently operating. 1 = Active , 0 = Inactive. This is mainly

for troubleshooting.
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Admin Tab

• Cycle Crutches - Actuates Front and Back Crutch Singulators, dispensing 1x Crutch each at the same
time.

• Lower Dispenser - Lowers the Dispenser Assembly, Make sure the Platen is home first!
• Home Platen - Sends the Dynamic Platen Assembly to its Home, or Start, position.
• Run Vibe Bowls - Actuates both Vibe Bowls to start and stop the movement of crutches into both

Crutch Tubes.
• Tray Tilt - Actuates the Tippy Tray, tilting and leveling the tray to clear any product from the Load Cell.
• Run Vibe Tray - Actuates both Vibe Tray vibration motors to start and stop the movement of product

towards the Load Cell.
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Settings Tab

• Target Weight - The weight you would like each pre-cut preroll to be. To find out the weight of each
preroll, divide that number in half. This should be set around 0.04g less than your actual target.

• Tension - A sliding adjustment to fine tune how loose or tight your prerolls are.
• Rough Fill - Rough Fill is a faster, but less accurate, rate of product movement. It is used to increase

production speed by selecting what percentage of the weighing process uses this faster fill rate (Rough
Fill). The remaining weighing will happen in a slower and more precise fill rate (Fine Fill = 100% -
Rough Fill).

• Vibe Tray 1 - Changes the amplitude of the vibe motor for Vibe Tray 1. You want this to be just enough
to consistently pull material from the hopper and flow onto the Vibe Tray 2.

• Vibe Tray 2 - Changes the amplitude of the vibe motor for Vibe Tray 2. Vibe tray 2 should be feeding
slightly faster than vibe tray 1 to thin out the material to a lighter, but faster flow. The Vibe Tray settings,
combined with the Rough fill percentage, are the variables you will use to increase the speed of your
Blackbird.
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Recipes Tab

• Load - Loads the settings for the selected recipe from the list.
• Save - Saves your current recipe under the selected name from the list.
• Delete - Permanently erases the selected recipe.
• Save As - Saves your current recipe under the name typed in the text box. This requires the included

keyboard for typing the desired name.
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System Tab

• Power Off - Shuts down the Blackbird Rolling Center.
• Reboot Raspberry Pi - Restarts the Raspberry Pi Controller.
• Reboot Arduino - Restarts the Arduino Controller.
• Diagnostic Connection - Allows the RollPros team to be able to remotely access your Blackbird

machine to assist with diagnosing or questions. Green means remote access is enabled, and pink
means access is disabled.  Only use this when the RollPros Support Team requests it.

• Serial Number - Your Blackbird’s serial number.
• IP Address - Your Blackbird’s IP Address within your local network.
• COM Status - Your Blackbird’s communication status, connected to the local network or not.
• Timestamp - Internal timestamp for the Blackbird’s controller. If this is counting, it indicates the

controller is currently on and functioning.
• GIT SW Version - Indicates to the RollPros Support Team which version of software is currently loaded

on your Blackbird.
• FW Version - Firmware version currently loaded on your Blackbird.
• GIT FW Version - Indicates to the RollPros Support Team which version of firmware is currently loaded

on your Blackbird, more specific than FW Version above.
• HW Version - Your Blackbird’s hardware version.
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Requirements
“What will we need to set up a RollPros Blackbird Rolling Center?”

Dimensions
• Height: 42 in.
• Width: 45 in.
• Depth: 22 in.
• Weight (Dry): 480 lbs

Recommended Air Supply
• Minimum: 90PSI @ 5CFM                       -- Example: California Air Tools SKU 20040C
• Air Dryer -- Example:Ingersoll Rand D31EC

Power
• 110V @ 15A

Table Recommendations
• Height of Table Surface: 24” -  30” Tall -- Example: Little Giant MTH1-3048-24
• Width x Depth: 48” x 30”
• Weight Capacity: 5,000 lbs
• Welded Frame (Heavy Duty)
• Secured to Floor & Level

Environmental
• Preferred Relative Humidity:  30% - 50%
• Preferred Ambient temperature: 55°F - 75°F

Capacity
• Water Basin - 40 ml (note: do not overfill; use distilled water)
• Product Hopper Capacity - 1.5 lbs
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Consumables
“What do we need to keep this operation going?”

Crutches/Filters
• Diameter: 6-8mm
• Length: 15-19mm

Paper
• Width: 36mm, Gummed Bobbin
• Types:

○ Unbleached Wood-Pulp Paper
○ Bleached Wood-Pulp Paper
○ Unbleached Hemp Paper

• Max length: 3,000m
• Glue Orientation/Winding: see image on the right

Main Belt
• Contact RollPros for purchasing information.

Water Wick
• Contact RollPros for purchasing information.

Blades
• Cutting blade: Available through RollPros or off the shelf via Amazon.
• Rotary blade: Available through RollPros or off the shelf via Amazon.
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Shipped Components
“What all did we just get?” 1

1 Not pictured: Crutch tubes (x2), Extra Blades, Paper Bobbin, Toolkit.
Note: Enclosure Doors and Hopper do not come not installed on Enclosure.
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Installation
Follow along with video on our Customer Portal @rollpros.com/customer-portal

1. With a recommended table secured to the floor and the top surface level, place the Main Base on the
table, centered and 3” from the front edge.

2. Align the Alignment Plates with the feet of the Main Base. This will show you where to place the
enclosure’s feet.

3. Place the Enclosure around the Main Base, aligning its feet with the half-circle cutouts on the Alignment
Plate.

4. Place the Vibe Tray Base, with the Rake Assembly attached, on top of the Main Base and secure with
the M6 Hex Nuts that are already threaded on the rubber mounts.

5. You can now place the Vibe Tray 1 on the upper perch and the Vibe Tray 2 on the lower shelf. They
both have corresponding plugs on the back of the base, make sure that they are in the correct
receptacles, there should be labeling to indicate that.

6. You can now place the Hopper into the cutout above the Vibe Tray 1 and attach it with the thumb nuts.
7. Make sure that there is clearance between the vibe tray 1 and the Hopper; also ensure there is proper

clearance with the Rake and Tray 1.
8. Next move to the Tip Tray Assembly, and identify the Tip Tray components.
9. Loosen the set screw on the Tip Tray, and remove the 4mm x 50mm dowel.
10. Being very careful to not overload the scale, place the Tip Tray over the Load Cell and insert the dowel

through the two assemblies.
11. Ensure the air cylinder pin is floating within the loop on the tip tray.
12. Install the funnel around the Tip Tray using 5x M4 button head cap screws.
13. Next install the Output Chute on the right side of the machine, using the following screws: 2x M5

socket head cap screws.
14. Place the Vibe Bowls in the top shelf hole on the right of the machine. The counter-clockwise (CCW)

Vibe Bowl goes towards the front of the machine and the front tube goes through the hole to the left of
the LCD.

15. Orient the output of the bowls towards their respective holes.
16. Insert the crutch tubes into the clamps on the vibe bowls, and then onto the clamps on the singulator

housings.
17. The slightly longer tube should be on the CCW Vibe Bowl coming out the front of the machine.
18. The Pick Arm slides into the two linear bearings that are on the back right part of the Main Base. The

air cylinder between the two linear bearings attaches to the Pick Arm with a brass thumb nut.
19. The air line for the Pick Arm attaches to the push-to-connect bulkhead fitting on the back of the base.
20. The Dispenser can now be released from the zip-ties.
21. The machine is now ready for initial running and preliminary tuning.
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Start Up
Follow along with video on our Customer Portal @rollpros.com/customer-portal

Step One: Check and Fill Water Basin
Note: Anytime you are refilling the Water Basin - it is recommended to remove the Paper Bobbin
from the lower compartment to avoid ruining the paper with water!

1. Remove Rubber Stopper on Water Basin.
2. Check the water level on the Rubber Stopper, if the water level is below the bottom of the stopper, then

add water (distilled water is recommended). You can also visually check the water level through the
translucent lid. A measuring syringe with extension tube is recommended for ease, and is included with
each toolkit.

3. Re-insert rubber stopper and ensure the wetting wick is moist.

Step Two: Install the Paper Bobbin
1. Open door to the Paper Bobbin compartment located in the bottom-right corner of the machine. Pull out

the Bobbin Holder.
2. Remove the empty spool (if empty), and/or load the new Bobbin onto the

Bobbin Holder. Reference the diagram on the right for paper Bobbin loading
direction.

3. Replace the full spool back into the machine. Make sure that the circular
plate of the Bobbin Holder is on the right side of the spool. Ensure that the
flanges on the white plastic bushings are both on the inside surface of the
hooks.

4. Lift up the spring loaded idle roller. It should hold itself upright.
5. Feed the paper through the gap just in front of the red paper drive wheel,

and feed the front edge of the paper under the bridge just before the cutting
blade’s path.

6. Pull the paper out until tension is felt.
7. Align paper with the white surface immediately behind the red roller.
8. Feed the paper by rolling the idle roller with your fingers, this is to check and make sure it is feeding

straight and true.
9. Lower the spring loaded idle roller.
10. Slide the platen over the paper cutter to cut the tip of the paper off.

Step Three: Filling Crutches or Filter Tips and Ground-Product Hopper
1. Pour crutches or filter tips into both Vibe Bowls on the top-right section of the Blackbird.
2. Pour ground product2 into the Hopper on the top-left area of the Blackbird.

Step Four: Priming the Crutches
1. On the Touchscreen, select the “Admin” page.
2. From the“Admin” page, select “Run Vibe Bowls”
3. Allow the Crutch Tubes to completely fill with crutches and then press “Stop Vibe Bowls”
4. The crutch supply is now ready for operation.

2 Grind product to preference - ⅛” or 3mm mesh is ideal.
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Running your Blackbird
Follow along with video on our Customer Portal @rollpros.com/customer-portal

First-Time Setup/Tuning
After following installation and start-up instructions, ensure the Crutch Tubes are full and press “Start”. After a
moment, select “Pause” so the Blackbird produces a single pair of prerolls. Inspect your prerolls to the
following standards before continuing the process.

First roll inspection standards:
• If your preroll is too loose: Increase tension on the “Settings” page on the touch screen. We recommend

increasing by increments of 1% until satisfied.
• If your preroll is too tight: Decrease tension on the Settings page on the touch screen. We recommend

decreasing by increments of 1% until satisfied.
• Uneven weight distribution in prerolls: adjust the Vibe Tray 2 position and where it fills on the Tip Tray to

alter the weight distribution. Product should be evenly distributed in a pile across the tray.
• Increase or Decrease weight of preroll. This is the target weight for 2x prerolls. Typically it is 0.04g less

than the desired weight. For reference, the paper and crutch is roughly 0.25g.

Once you have made the adjustments to your settings, press “Start” and then press “Pause” again to produce
one more pair of prerolls. As soon as your prerolls are producing to preference, press “Start” and let it run!
You can adjust tuning for speed through the vibe tray settings and the rough fill percentage.

Pre-Run Checklist
Every single time before pressing “Start”, follow the steps below to ensure proper rolling:

• Paper - Remove any paper that has fed past the Paper Bridge, as well as checking the Vacuum surface
areas: the Pick Arm Vacuum Plate, the Pick Base Vacuum surface, and the Platen Vacuum surface.

• Tension - Verify that the main belt is not wound around the Tensioning Bar. If so, use the Tension Knob
to rotate the Main Belt until the Belt Clamp is visible, and the Main Belt is unwound.

• Tray - Ensure that the Tip Tray is empty. If it is holding product, place the included Acrylic Dump Tray
under the Dispenser, press “Tray Tilt” on the “Admin” screen, and catch the falling product in the Dump
Tray. Once empty, press “Tray Level” on the “Admin” screen.

Cleaning Procedure
WARNING: During any cleanup, be aware that depending on platen position the cutting blade might be
exposed. When possible, slide the platen forward to cover the blade or use blade cover to prevent any injury
or damage of the belt when it’s removed.
CAUTION: Do not clean acrylic doors or red urethane paper roller with isopropyl alcohol to avoid damage.

Perform a quick clean every 4 hours or as needed depending on machine cleanliness and error frequency.
Perform a heavy clean when switching product to prevent cross contamination, and prior to powering the
machine down for the day. Use the images below as a reference for the components mentioned in this
document.
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1. Vibe tray 1
2. Vibe tray 2
3. Rake
4. Main belt
5. Tip tray
6. Platen rails
7. Crutch tubes

8. Platen vacuum
9. Pick arm shafts
10. Paper pick vacuum plate
11. Water basin
12. Paper cutting blade
13. Pick base vacuum

surface

14. Paper idler roller
15. Belt vac suction cups
16. Scraper
17. Singulator plate and air cylinder

access
18. Crutch air cylinder
19. Singulator brass probe

Quick Clean
1. Blow out with air to remove buildup throughout all the surfaces except vibe trays. Be careful around the

water basin area to avoid splashing water.
2. Using isopropyl alcohol, wipe belt clean, focusing on the buildup that forms around the platen vacuum

area.
3. Using isopropyl alcohol, wipe vacuum surfaces: the platen vacuum area underneath the belt, the pick arm

vacuum plate, and the pick base vacuum surface.

4. Spray food grade silicone lubricant on the singulator plate and its air cylinder by sliding the tip of the
silicone spray tip into the dispenser side openings and spraying these 2 spots.
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Heavy Clean
1. Empty the vibe trays by pointing Vibe Tray 2 to the front of the machine, holding a container to capture the

product underneath it, and pressing the “run vibe trays” button on the screen until the trays are empty.
2. Perform the steps included in the quick clean section, making sure to blow the machine down from the

front and back, inside the load cell area, and under the tip tray (perform a tray tilt to get this section, and
follow it with a cotton swab soaked in isopropyl alcohol).

3. Disconnect air line in back of machine - this makes upcoming cleaning of rollers and crutch cylinders
easier.

4. Brush the rake clean, press the “run vibe trays” button as needed to rotate it for full access.
5. Brush the joint catcher at the end of the platen to remove any buildup.
6. Remove the end of the belt closest to the vibe trays to get easier access to the platen components. Make

sure you place the screws in a secure location to not lose them.

7. Wipe the following areas with alcohol, and lubricate components that require it, indicated by the
symbol, with food grade silicone lubricant:
a. Vibe trays – after they are emptied, wipe them clean.
b. Scraper – making sure to get both top and bottom surfaces which get significant build-up.
c. Platen – especially the platen vacuum area.
d. Dispenser – the black parts that contact the belt when the dispenser comes down.

e. Belt vac suction cups - clean the surface of these with alcohol and follow up with a touch of
lubrication.

f. Pick arm vacuum plate – cleaning it while avoiding bending the thin section where the paper is
wetted.

g. Pick base vacuum surface – make sure the surface the paper rolls onto is clean and clear, otherwise
lack of vacuum could occur, which leads to paper issues.

h. Tip tray – wipe very lightly, avoiding putting too much force on the load cell which can damage it.
CAUTION: Placing any significant amount of force (>100g) on the load cell will damage it.

i. Platen rails – make sure to move the platen back and forth to access their full length. Lubricate
the complete length after cleaning.

j. Pick arm shafts – Wipe the 3 shafts on the pick arm (2 larger shafts, and the thinner air cylinder
shaft).  Lubricate them after cleaning.

k. Blades – both the paper cutting blade and the preroll cutting blade
i. Clean the circular paper cutting blade. Remove the circular cutting blade shoulder bolt, paying

attention to the order of components when removed. Clean and lubricate the components taken
off with the silicone spray, and place them back in the same order as they were removed (o-ring,
washer, blade, washer, shoulder bolt).

ii. Clean the preroll cutting blade (the larger blade underneath the platen) by carefully wiping it down
with isopropyl alcohol, followed by silicone lubricant.

l. Rollers – these are the 2 rollers with the black plastic spacer between them under the belt but
above the platen. Clean them thoroughly while tilting the scraper out of the way for better access.
Make sure to roll them as you wipe them with alcohol and clean the entire length, including close to
the ends where the bearings are. Lubricate their entire length while turning them. Also lubricate their
bearings from both directions.

m. Crutch air cylinders – mark where they are positioned within the clamp with the o-rings,
ensuring not to move them, unclamp, and clean the tip and shaft with alcohol, followed by silicone
lubricant. Clean the hole the tip moves through with a cotton swab. Place them back in the same
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spot indicated by the o-ring. Note that for the front air cylinder, you will also need to remove the small
acrylic window by using the 2 thumb screws, then set it aside to allow air cylinder removal.

n. Paper idler roller - lift the idler roller, and using a cloth with alcohol, wipe clean to remove any
build-up. CAUTION: Ensure isopropyl alcohol doesn’t contact the red urethane roller underneath.

Main Belt Replacement
The main belt will need to be replaced as needed when excessively worn or ripped over time. Throughout this
procedure, move the Platen as needed to get access to the screws or to make the process easier. To perform
the replacement, follow the steps below.

1. Turn the machine off. This will require unplugging certain electrical components, so make sure the
machine is turned off to avoid damaging those.

2. Unscrew the Belt Tie Down on the Tensioner shaft. Rotate the shaft as needed to get access to the
screws.

3. Remove the Belt Tie Down, and slide the belt off the pins holding it in place.
4. Disconnect the air line for the Pick Arm on the back of the Base. Press on the plastic flange while

pulling the air hose to release it.
5. Unscrew the thumb nut at the top of the Pick Arm.
6. Slide the Pick Arm off, angling it as needed to get it off the linear bearings and off the machine. Set it

aside, making sure not to lose the thumb nut.
7. Unplug the Catcher motor and the optical sensor on the front and rear of the platen right side.
8. Slide belt toward the right of the machine to reveal the right-most line of screws that secure the Main

Belt and the Catcher to the Platen.
9. Unscrew those right-most screws on the platen to release the Catcher and Main Belt.
10. Paying attention to the orientation of the new Main Belt by comparing the hole pattern with the one on

the platen, place the Main Belt back on to the pins on the Catcher.
11. Place the Catcher back on the Platen the same way it was removed. Screw it back on to the Platen,

making sure the Main Belt remains engaged to the pins throughout this process.
12. Slide the loose end of the belt toward the left of the machine, over the Rollers but under the Scraper.
13. Slide the end of the belt on to the pins on the Tensioner shaft.
14. Place the Belt Tie Down back on, clamping the Main Belt on to the Tensioner shaft.
15. Screw the Belt Tie Down in place.
16. Reconnect the Catcher motor and sensors previously unplugged.
17. Slide the Pick Arm assembly back in place, and secure with the thumb nut.
18. Reconnect the air line from the Pick Arm to the back of the Base.
19. Before running the machine, double check the holes on the Main Belt match up with the holes on the

Platen.  Otherwise, remove the belt and replace in the correct orientation.

Water Wick Replacement
1. Remove the Output Chute on the right side of the machine by removing the 2 screws holding it in place.
2. Remove the 4 screws that hold the Water Basin Lid on to the Water Basin.
3. Remove Water Basin Lid and the Water Wick inside the Water Basin.
4. If only 1 end of the Water Wick has been used, flip the Water Wick over to use the unused end.

Otherwise, discard the old Water Wick.
5. Place the new Water Wick on the Water Basin while the wick is dry. The ribs on the Water Basin slide

through the slots on the wick. Press the wick in, and downward. It should be roughly flush or sub-flush
with the top lip of the water basin.
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6. Using the provided syringe, fill the Water Basin with approximately 40ml of distilled water. Wait for the
wick to soften up as it absorbs the water, or help speed things up by wetting the top of the wick with the
water in the basin.

7. Place the Water Basin Lid back on after the wick is softened. Make sure to angle it in so the lid is
captured by the ribs of the Water Basin.

8. Secure the lid to the Water Basin by screwing it back in place.
9. Reattach the Output Chute on the side of the Base with its 2 screws.
10. Run a couple of cycles to verify Water Wick installation is correct. Verify the height of the wick isn't

extending past the Water Basin lip after it has been fully saturated.
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Troubleshooting and Tips
“What do these errors mean, how do I clear them, and how do I stop them from occurring?”

Symptom Root Cause Fix Additional Information

Crutch Error popup Brass probe jammed inside clear
dispenser part.

Check which crutch tube  has no crutch at
the bottom, and unjam it by flicking it lightly.
Press “Start” once the door is closed.

The machine is made so you can open the
door to clear this issue and continue the
process with minor interruption.

Singulator Jam popup The gate that lets a single crutch
pass jammed in its path most likely
due to a crutch inconsistency.

Clear any crutches that loaded onto the
belt, then press “Start” once the door is
closed.  If it happens again, press “Stop”,
and check the crutch tube that didn’t eject a
crutch to unjam it.

If it doesn’t clear itself as it does most
times, it might require removal of the crutch
tube that is jammed at the dispenser end by
loosening the clamping screw, removing the
crutch causing the issue, and clamping the
tube back on.

Out of Crutches popup Sensors not detecting a crutch
along the crutch tube. It might be
due to crutches jamming on tube
along sensors section, crutches
lining up in a way that cause a
false reading, or actually being out
of crutches either due to jam at
vibe bowl or lack of crutches.

Check tubes to see if there are crutches
present, especially at the bottom.  If nothing
seems wrong, press “Start”. If you notice
there are no crutches feeding along top of
tube, check for a vibe bowl jam, or add
crutches to vibe bowl if they weren’t
blocked.

Paper Jam Paper caught on something as it
slides along the paper vacuuming
surface.

Move platen back to expose paper area,
extend paper along vacuum surface, make
a clean cut by manually moving the platen
forward and back, then remove newly cut
paper.  Brush or wipe the surface the paper
slides along to clear any paper slivers or
product that has fallen on there.

This happens more frequently as the
machine runs for longer without a cleanup,
or when beginning the rolling process.

Paper not being held by
vacuum

Vacuum holes clogged Use a small allen key, tweezers, or similar
tool to slide into the holes to clear them of
any debris.

This can apply to all the various vacuum
surfaces – pick arm, pick base, or platen.
Platen Vacuum might require disassembly
and in-depth cleaning.
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Symptom Root Cause Fix Additional Information

Crutches need to move in or
out of preroll

Crutch air cylinders might
have been placed slightly
differently after cleaning.

Verify which crutch cylinders need adjustment based on
how the preroll is coming out.  Loosen clamp for air
cylinder that needs adjustment, and move it backwards
or forward by the required amount.

It might require a few test runs to
verify position after adjustment.
Perform the same steps again if
crutch position is still unsatisfactory.

Gum strip not wetting
properly

Low water level on water
basin, or misalignment
between water basin and
wetter sponge

Check water level by taking out rubber stopper and
looking at water level; if low, add distilled water with
syringe. Otherwise, verify how the wetter sponge is
landing on water basin during preroll process.  Loosen
screws alongside of water basin, adjust position
accordingly, and retighten in new position.  If these are
not causing the issue, verify paper is tracking properly.

Water basin position might need to be
adjusted if the water wick inside basin
is replaced.

Vibe trays feeding too
fast/slow

Settings not appropriate for
the product being run through
them

Determine if product is not moving due to hopper
blockage or lack of product and make sure to stir the
hopper before adjusting settings.  If it persists,
determine if product is not moving during rough or fine
fill.  Adjust the Vibe Tray settings as needed to get the
product moving.

Typically incremental steps of 5 units
are a good starting point for finding
the right settings.

Load cell readings
erratic/too high, or empty
prerolls

Product caught underneath
tip tray

Stop the machine, tilt the tip tray using the “tilt tray”
button, and with a cotton swab, clean underneath it to
clear anything that might be caught there.

Be careful not to apply any significant
force to the load cell since it can
damage it.

Catcher jam Product flowing too fast,
causing severe overfills

Slow down product flow.  If hopper was recently stirred,
this error might stop occurring once the flow stabilizes
again.

Paper pick vacuum low Buildup on paper pick plate,
or clogged holes

Wipe plate with isopropyl alcohol to clean it.  Slide a
thin tool inside the holes to clear any that might be
clogged.

Tips of prerolls not cutting
cleanly

Preroll cutting blade is worn Replace preroll cutting blade with a new one. Stems or a coarser grind might cause
ripped preroll tips from time to time
due to the blade being unable to cut
through and slightly ripping the paper
instead.
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Symptom Root Cause Fix Additional Information

Paper cut issues or not cutting cleanly Dirty paper cutting blade or pick base
vacuum surface dirty

Brush or wipe the pick base surface to
remove any debris.  Remove circular
blade and clean and lubricate, being
careful to place hardware in the same
order.

“Cycle crutches” button doesn’t do
anything

There are no crutches in the lower
section of crutch tubes.

Ensure there are crutches along the
length of the tube to aid in getting the
bottom crutch in place.  Ensure
singulator brass probe isn’t stuck by
flicking it to unjam it.  If problem
persists, undo clamp at bottom of
crutch tube, remove tube, and
manually unjam.

Crutch jam at vibe bowls Crutch was not able to be cleared by
crutch chute at vibe bowls, most likely
due to crutch defect or 2 crutches
jammed against each other.

Clear jam at entry point by reaching
up and dropping the jammed crutches
down to the vibe bowl.

Depending on how long the tube was
blocked, it might require stopping the
machine, pressing “Run Vibe Bowls”
to prime the lines, then restarting the
preroll process.

Paper rips when loading Paper bobbin layers have stuck to
each other, ripping as it gets fed on
the machine.

Pull paper manually until the glued
together section is cleared. Replace
paper under roller, make a clean cut
with the platen, and restart the preroll
process.

It’s important to store the paper in a
low humidity environment to avoid
activation of gum strip.

Preroll weight not equal when cut Vibe Tray 2 alignment is off Adjust the position of the Vibe Trays
to get a pile of product centered on
the Tip Tray.

A thin waterfall of product is desired.
Use the included mirror to easily
monitor the flow of the product.
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